A garden moves onward and upward in Bilbao, a landscape legacy lives on through art, a museum landscape sees the light in Washington, and the SSI calls for pilot projects / Linda McIntyre

Drowning in the Desert
A zero-budget plaza at the University of Arizona harvests water from the adjacent building / Kim Sorvig

We remember Theodore Julian Wirth and three generations of leaders in landscape architecture / Frank Edgerton Martin

An East Hampton landscape defies the glitzy norm to preserve a rare natural landscape / Jane Berger

How can we bridge the gap between researchers and designers? A panel at the ASLA Annual Meeting discussed the issue / Daniel Jost, Baldev S. Lamba

A new plaza at Cornell University is nicely detailed, but does it live up to hopes for a grand gathering space? / Daniel Jost

A planning student questions clean-slate planning. Should landscape architecture students be doing the same? / Jeffrey Barg
Art lights up some Australian alleys, a movable feast in Brooklyn, a movable forest in San Francisco, and a call for nominations from the Cultural Landscape foundation's Landslide'2010 / Linda McIntyre

Landscape architects are transforming Vancouver for this month's Winter Games and beyond / Tim Newcomb

A path becomes the primary feature of a residential landscape in Maine / Jane Roy Brown

How roof design and location affect Temple University's sloped green roof / Rob Kuper

Joseph Ingoldsby brings his background in landscape architecture to his work as an environmental artist / Adam Regn Arvidson

Studies examine navigating by feel, designing to persuade drivers to live in car-restricted neighborhoods, and what makes greenways popular / Sally Augustin, Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell

Flood protection can be more than just levees and walls, as projects across the upper Midwest demonstrate / Adam Regn Arvidson
Is a park in Miami Beach emphasizing style over substance? / Ebru Ozer, Douglas Thompson
Up in the air at a Philadelphia arboretum, green roofs cruise into uncharted waters, and every flower tells a story in an international competition drawing on traditions, both ancient and modern / Linda McIntyre

City United, Park Fragmented
Two design writers share their thoughts on the Rose Kennedy Greenway / Marty Carlock, Heidi Hohmann

High Tide, Low Tide
A seaside public art project weathers design by committee(s) / Marty Carlock

Resurrecting the "Adventure-Style" Playground
Two new playgrounds in Central Park honor the past and offer hope for the future of playground design / Daniel Jost

Mastering Landscape Architecture
A survey of graduate programs gives a glimpse of the future of the profession / Lolly Tai, Rob Kuper

Thinking Big... and Small
Philadelphia Green is a flexible nonprofit working at a variety of scales to fight blight, create community, and beautify its namesake city / Daniel Jost

Borrowing the Beach
A Malibu coastal garden creates a natural link between mountains and sea / Debra Prinzing

Don't Sweat the Invasion
Some scientists are challenging conventional approaches to invasive species / Rebecca Tuhus-Dubrow
A green watt rises up at the Vancouver airport, a London exhibition gets to the roots of deforestation, LAM can now be read on your iPhone, and a vacant lot in Philadelphia speaks a new / Linda McIntyre

Foul Weather Fields
Nafural playmg surfaces get heated / Tim Newcomb

An ambitious master plan for San Francisco’s Treasure Island aims to replace the former naval base with a sustainable, transit-oriented community. Will the actual development be as “green” as the plans? / Daniel Jost

Two in One
Shrubs with multicolored foliage can be accents in the garden / Marty Wingate

Planting at the Alaska-Yukoii-Pacific Exposition
As part of a yearlong celebration of its 100th volume, Landscape Architecture is republishing excerpts from its first issue / James Frederick Dawson

The Alaska-Yukon-Paäfic Exposition’s legacy is evident on the University of Washington campus / Brooks R. Kolb, Anne Knight, Jerome Arbes

Therapeutic gardens cross the boundaries of a Balkanized society / Daniel Winterfoottom

A Chicago-area landscape architect seeks to stabilize and restore a degraded slope-by removing all the trees / Adam Regn Arvidson
Odd Couple

Are good projects the result of good design or good construction (or both)? Two new Seattle streets offer some answers / Mark Hinshaw
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CRITIC AT LARGE
Let the Games Begin
The Vancouver venues were designed more for the community than for the Olympics, so how did they handle the crowds? / Tim Newcomb
A neighborly memorial in Pittsburgh, food shopping in Cleveland, the Department of the Interior shows off historic landscape photographs, and landscape architects rake in honors / Linda McIntyre

A historic mansion in Minneapolis gets a new modern landscape-on just half the site / Carrie Ann Christensen

A stream buried under mall parking is reborn as a giant bioswale / Clair Enlow

A traveling scholar studies how cemeteries fit into the urban fabric / Aaron Odland

As part of a yearlong celebration of its 100th volume, Landscape Architecture is republishing excerpts from its first issue / Benjamin M.L. Watson

A designer depaves San Francisco neighborhoods, encouraging stormwater to sink in and residents to enjoy nature / Lisa Owens Viani

The emerging field of augmented reality adds to what we see / Jeff Alexander

In the 1970s, Florida's Pelican Bay was a model of environmental planning. What lessons does it offer designers today? / Daniel Jost

The redeeming feature of the "aughts" is the attention finally brought to infrastructure / Alex Marshall
Stormwater management chic swamps New York City, a landscape architect's work is captured and celebrated on film, Toronto drives forward on its waterfront project, and a European prize celebrates all kinds of public spaces / Linda Melntyre

Terra Virginiana
A landscape architect makes his home in the Virginia countryside / Jane Berger

A Greener Green Industry
Two Chicago companies-a groteer and an installér-are making their practices more sustainable with the help of landscape architects / Adam Regn Arvidson

Integrated project delivery brings new rigor to the collaborative design process / Karen C. Hanna

New York's new High Performance Landscape Guidelines encourage a more sustainable approach to city's parks / Daniel Jost

For parterres, pots, or just accents, small is dutiful / Marty Wingate

Merging complex systems science and ecology, resilience scientists have broken new ground on understanding-and preserving-natural ecosystems. Now, as more and more people move into urban hubs, this novel science is coming to the city / Maywa Montenego

Washington, D.C., the host city for the 2010 ASLA Annual Meeting, is full of singular landscapes / Daniel Jost

Ken Smith reassembles pieces of several pasts in a park where trains crossing the West once met / Alex Ulam
As part of a yearlong celebration of its 100th volume, Landscape Architecture is republishing excerpts from its first issue / Frederik Law Olmsted Jr.
Adaptive reuse rolls into Queens, fashioning a High Line of sorts out of trash in Peru, Buckminster Füller Challenge honoree holds back the African desert, and plants man extraordinaire Piet Oudoltalks about raising the profile of landscape at the Venice Biennale / Linda McIntyre

Make No Plans at All
When cities Start to hurt, planners become early casualties / Miriam Moynihan

10% Off!
Chicago designers cry foul over the city's plans to cut their fees / John Gendall

A Dallas landscape architecture firm designs villas in the manner of the old Italian masters / Adam Regn Arvidson

Landscape architects need to find ways to manage data from multiple sources / James L. Sipes

J. Robert Anderson Landscape Architects brings some local character to one of America's most homogenous landscapes—-the shopping center / Daniel Jost

As part of a yearlong celebration of its 100th volume, Landscape Architecture is republishing excerpts from its first issue

Studies examine feeling safe in green spaces, how playgrounds may help children's attention levels, and the good and bad of Google Earth / Sally Augustin, Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell
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Sportsman's Paradox
Ecology goes begging in Louisiana's marriage of fishing and oil drilling /
Alexandra Stroud
A visitor center grows in Vancouver, a guide to gizmo landscapes, hot new features in a pair of NYC playgrounds, and a democratic takeover of the tarmac in Berlin / Linda McIntyre

Campus Contemplation in Kansas, students at Benedictine College have anew place to pray / Lisa Speckbardt

Heart of Stone. A Maine native describes his land in a single Bangor garden / Jane Roy Brown

Doubly Strange. Two unique public spaces enliven downtown Winnipeg / Adam Regn Arvktson

Worth the Weight. Contractors need to see a clear hierarchy in the lines of your / Annette P. Wilkus

Software for the Squeezed. Small or new firms can buy-or rent-design programs without going bankrupt / Jeff Tettera

Where to Grow from Here? In a rough economy, landscape architects have learned to cut back. But they still need to learn to move ahead, too / Ernest Beck

In the Green Seat
In firms, nonprofits, parks, and academia, landscape architects are taking the lead on sustainability / Claire Latane

A playground in London’s Hyde Park is designed for older exercisers / John Gendall

The sequel for a Cold War hideaway is a precious cache of American culture / Linda McIntyre

A return visit to Sprint, nine year and a telecom revolution later / Frank Edgerton Martin
STUDENT AWARDS
Well on Their Way. The recipients of the 2010 ASIA Student Awards are looking to turn ideals into reality / Douglas Gordon
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CRITIC AT LARGE
Matters of Scale. Landscape architects define their future when they define the scope of their work / Honorary Steinitz
Museum-quality trees in Switzerland, a Kiley landscape in St. Louis is scheduled for a makeover, ASLA awards Bradford Williams medals, salary survey reveals green in the ivory tower, alleys in Baltimore get gates and greenery, and a New York City icon gets a little competition / Linda McIntyre

A dense beach cloister hides a super-light terrace on the sand / Jane Berger

Some spots atop a Manhattan roof support plantings—and others don't / Linda McIntyre

A most curious lawn is in an unlikely place / Linda McIntyre

New Jersey Representative Albio Sires pushes for urban parks because he knows they change lives / Jane Margolies

The Bronx is blooming Concrete Plant Park greens the Bronx River waterfront, Mafia blocks and all / Linda McIntyre

Rockwell Group's Imagination Playground offers "loose parts," like an adventure playground, but it's geared toward a younger crowd / Daniel Jost

In Brooklyn, there's always a place to sit outside / Mimi Zeiger

Nancy Owens Studio reshapes Fort Totten Park for a lasting peace / Alex Ulam

Around two Manhattan piers, Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates takes an explosion of social life to the Hudson River's edge / Alex Ulam

In Brooklyn, there's always a place to sit outside / Mimi Zeiger

Nancy Owens Studio reshapes Fort Totten Park for a lasting peace / Alex Ulam

Around two Manhattan piers, Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates takes an explosion of social life to the Hudson River's edge / Alex Ulam
Parks and the Private Purse Maintenance without public money seemed a swell idea. The recession has shown its limits / Ernest Beck
A beloved tree falls in Amsterdam, a horticultural extravaganza is previewed in China, Maya Lin honors the journey of Levis and Clark, and a Minneapolis museum institutes open-source programming for its open space / Linda McIntyre

Going the Distance
Carol R. Johnson, FASLA, shares her insights from 50 years in landscape architecture / Jane Roy Brown

What Homeowners Still Want
Not all is woe among garden clients, but for the money they remain willing to spend, they want a lot of value / Nicole Neder

Ordinary to Extraordinary
If landscape architects want recognition for their projects, they need great—not good, not okay, not sufficient—photography / Jane Berger

Cemeteries Alive
Graveyards are resurging as green spaces for the public / Peter Harnik, Aric Merolii

All Connected H. Keith Wagner, FASLA, settles into a Vermont clearing / Adam Regn Arvidson

A new public space in downtown Los Angeles has an unusual benefactor—the LAPD / Claire Latane

Better Than Any Fountain
A Bay Area school gets a water feature that teaches a real-life lesson in sustainability / Joanne Furio

Chamber Music
In Sydney, a 19th-century reservoir qualifies as an antiquity. Now it’s a fascinating city park / Gweneth Newman Leigh

Research Design Connection
Studies examine what makes residents happy with their neighborhoods, how much trails are worth to users, a tool to evaluate the sustainability of former brown field sites, and why African Americans are less likely to visit a national park / Sally Augustin, Jean Marie Cackowski - Campbell
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120 CRITIC AT LARGE
Beware the Post-Professional Degree
A trip back to school proves less than edifying / Jason T. Rattice
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